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How Twitter Has Spiked the Black Lives Matter Movement
By Ayman Al Sharafat

ABSTRACT
This article aims to review the effectiveness of social media as a platform to social
mobilization (mainly Twitter) and to show how it influences the Black Lives Matter (BLM)
movement in the United States. It also answers questions on the uses of social media in
American social movements and offers practical data about social media’s role in raising
awareness, creating movements, influencing policy decisions, and changing Americans’ minds.
This article builds on several meta-analysis studies, it reviews and discusses previous literature,
and it uses data from the Pew Research Center, which offers critical facts relating to the research
topic. Its findings show that Twitter successfully facilitates Americans to engage in political
discussions and participation, particularly in the BLM movement. Twitter is an alternative space
to social mobilization, and it has positively impacted BLM.
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Introduction

We are here to say to the white men that we no longer will
let them use clubs on us in the dark corners. We’re going to
make them do it in the glaring light of television.
1

–Martin Luther King Jr.

Television helped the Civil Rights movement progress in the United States significantly.
Without having to follow the radio and newspapers with a biased slant to hear about the speeches
of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., people in the United States saw for themselves his appeal and cry
to end discrimination on their own television sets. With the advent of new media such as Twitter,
YouTube, and Facebook, it is not just Martin Luther who opposes racism, but any American can
influence other American’s views on social or political issues such as violence against African
Americans. For instance, Instagram application has more than 24 million stories with the
#blacklivesmatter slogan, and on TikTok there were more than 18.8 billion views generated with
the #blacklivesmatter statement.2
Twitter’s head of news, government, and elections, Adam Sharp, states that “it was less
Twitter coming to politics, and more politics coming to Twitter and finding it as a platform to
communicate and to organize effectively without a lot of the costs.”3 The rise of social media has
created a change in American politics as profound as the one which occurred when President
Kennedy proved the effectiveness of television as a political campaign tool in1960. According to
historians, President Kennedy significantly secured the presidency of 1961 due to his campaign’s
successful use of mass media and his appeal to young Americans. President Obama, 48 years
later, followed Kennedy’s style and was the first to use social media during his presidential
campaign in 2007.4
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This phenomenon has been observed in several disciplines, such as information
communication studies, sociology information systems, linguistics, and political science. Many
scholars developed their theories by examining the phenomenon of social media and political
participation. Many of them argue that a society’s reliance on social media can positively
influence political engagement, increase citizens’ turnout, and reduce information costs. Those
researchers believe that social media helps young people engage in important national and
international issues, as they are more comfortable with the new technologies. A few such
examples include the Black Lives Matter movement, the Arab Spring, Occupy Wall Street, Iran’s
Green Movement, and the Keystone XL pipeline movement.5
However, other scholars highlight also negative effects related to the rapid use of social
media in politics. They argue that social media users spend much time communicating remotely
with people rather than face-to-face, a manner that would inhibit people’s individual social skills.
Also, they believe that on social media, people express more negative views and sometimes
attack others under the cover of anonymity. Moreover, those writers indicate that social media
encourages users to isolate themselves politically rather than to participate.6
This study investigates the role of Twitter in a new and an ongoing social movement in
the United States: BLM. It argues that regardless of social media’s controversial influence on
individuals’ behavior, it is an alternative platform to political movements in the United States. As
a case study, Twitter presents an exciting venue of opportunity for BLM activists to not only
broadcast their messages but also to engage in dialogue with Americans and the world about
their political ideas and ideologies. This article presupposes that Twitter successfully encourages
Americans to engage in the BLM movement. It seeks to answer the question of how Twitter has
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spiked the BLM movement. It offers practical data about social media’s role in raising
awareness, creating movements, influencing policy decisions, and changing Americans’ minds.
This article builds on several meta-analysis studies, and it reviews and discusses previous
literature results. It also uses data from the Pew Research Center which offer critical facts
regarding the research topic. The first section reviews related literature regarding social media
and political participation in the United States and is followed by an illustration about social
movements and Twitter in the same country and an explanation and tracing of the Black Lives
Matter Movement on Twitter. Finally, this article ends with a concluding summary and an
outlook for future research.

Social Movements and Twitter in the United States

One of the biggest promises of social media is the possibility for individuals, grassroots
organizations, and all citizens to overcome authority censorship, and old media gatekeepers to
engage directly with potential specific groups, activists, and the public.7 The case of the
Zapatista National Liberation Army overcoming the Mexican Authority’s censorship to contact
directly foreign journalists and the use of mailing lists and websites in anti-globalization
mobilities in the 1990s are two known early cases of the use of the Internet in social
movements.8
In the United States, social media has been a very effective tool in mobilizing many
social movements. The Black Lives Matter movement is one of these movements that grew out
of social media posts about discrimination against African Americans.9 Social media platforms
influence political, cultural, economic, and social activists in the American society. The majority
of Americans believe that these sites are a useful tool for raising awareness, creating sustained
movements, getting elected officials to pay attention to issues, influencing policy decisions, and
changing people’s minds about political and social issues (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1 shows what people in the United States think about social media and its
effectiveness of building social movements. It also presents Americans’ outlook on whether
social media helps in raising awareness, getting elected officials to pay attention to issues,
influencing policy decisions, and changing people’s minds about political and social issues. As
the figure illustrates, Americans tend to have a very positive thinking about the societal role of
social media platforms.
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Figure 1: Percentages of Americans who say that social media is an effective tool in some
chosen social indicators. Data source: The Pew Research Center.10

Figure 1 indicates that about eight-in-ten Americans consider social media sites as
effective tools for raising public awareness about political or social issues. Also, about 77% of
them think that social media is an important space for creating sustained social movements; 65%
of Americans indicate that social media platforms are effective tools in getting elected officials
to pay attention to issues. Furthermore, 63% of them say that it influences policy decisions. A
smaller share (58%) thinks that social media is helping in changing people’s minds about
political or social issues.
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Twitter, for instance, is a very attractive social media application visited by users all over
the world. It allows people to publish up to 280 characters with their followers, and to follow
stories, news, events, and information through their Twitter feeds; the application’s front page
declares “see what’s happening in the world right now.” As the statement suggests, one of the
features of Twitter is its up-to-dateness.11 Nowadays, many breaking news stories are posted first
on Twitter by journalists or non-journalist users. Professional journalists also “report using
Twitter to find story leads, follow politicians, and equate Twitter content with other information
subsidies such as campaign press releases.”12 Jungherr explains that “social media services have
become areas of political communication. Politicians integrate them in their campaigns,
journalists use them as sources and topics, and the public uses them for the discussion of
politics.”13 The website of Twitter could be argued to have become really intertwined with
politics in and outside the United States.
The hashtag feature is portrayed by Tombleson &Wolf as the “act of fighting for or
supporting a cause with the use of hashtags as the primary channel to raise awareness of an issue
and encourage debate via social media.”14 In addition to spreading news and events about social
topics and inciting debate among users, the hashtag feature has been described to be an active
tool in promoting democracy and attitude changes.15 That means that, although the hashtag
feature is usually argued as limited to the digital tools, it can promote changes in real life as well.
Because this activism is relatively new, the phrase has not yet become part of the real world’s
lexicon; there are well-known terms such as internet activism, online activism, or digital activism
in the cyberspace, but the hashtag feature is specific to Twitter. In fact, in the political activism,
the activism of hashtag is superb for many reasons: “The introduction of Twitter hashtags was a
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watershed moment for social activism. By repurposing the hashtag (conceived by its developers
as a tool for interpersonal communication) as a vehicle for disruptive acts of political resistance,
hashtag activists offered a new idea: that the sharing of ideas in digital spaces might itself be a
form of radical resistance.”16 Therefore, the hashtag activism is a key technique to spread news,
information, and movements that makes the content more visible and searchable for other users.
It is true that hashtag movements such as #MeToo and #BlackLivesMatter are not really
leaderless: their ideologies and narratives stem from the hashtag involvements of the American
public on Twitter. This is called as the co-creational nature of the hashtag feature.17
Another key technique is the “mention” option which is used by activists to make the
content directly reach out to politicians and other elites.18 When elite actors such as bureaucrats,
political leaders, human rights activists, writers, and other social influencers themselves join the
movement by posting content, sharing a photo, tweeting, or retweeting, it sparks widespread
response as they have a large number of followers and friends on social media. Elites can initiate
new networks and join existing networks encouraging other users to join the movement.
Therefore, activists’ and elites’ involvement draws the attention of the authority. Their
engagement in ongoing movements creates massive mobilization and, consequently, enhances
the movements to reach their goals.19
Overall, Twitter has become remarkably effective in social movements.20 Along with
being a platform of collective ideas and actions, it builds transparency, privacy, security, and
interpersonal trust among the users.21 Although some researchers have questioned the
effectiveness of Twitter in social movements,22 others have found that it is a very potent tool for
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dissemination of news and information.23 Because Twitter is an open, free platform, news
spreads rapidly on the application allowing actors to take quick actions that drive prompt
mobilization.24
Finally, it is important to mention that Twitter allows critics of the ideas of social
movements the chance to define the movement narratives by voicing their dissenting positions
and introduce alternative narratives to social issues.25 For instance, the hashtag of
#AllLivesMatter was criticized for focusing on only violence against Black Americans and
ignoring other Americans. Hence, it is the collective narratives of both the supporters and critics
that give a Twitter movement its final formation. In order to get more knowledge about the role
and the uses of Twitter in the BLM movement, the next section is allocated to discuss how
Twitter helps BLM prosper.

The Black Lives Matter Movement on Twitter
Ince, Rojas, and Davis argue that the most significant thing social movements do is to
introduce social or political issues in a certain way; they call this a “process of meaning
construction” through which people form their attitudes on political or social issues according to
the information presented by a social movement.26 To explain how social activists present their
stories, Snow in 1986 initiated the phrase movement frame: “framing allows activists to depict
some policy, or state of affairs, as morally suspect or illegitimate.”27 Penney and Dadas in their
study on the #OccupyWallStreet movement illustrate that people these days use Twitter to offer
narratives from several points of view: “by writing new headlines, activists could not only help
their followers quickly understand and easily index the articles, but also reframe the material in
their own terms.”28
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The development of ideologies, sentiments, and beliefs of Americans about an issue
significantly depends on how the media describe the issue. This process of public opinion
formation depends on media sources because people’s understanding of social, economic,
cultural, or political issues is mediated by the presentation and the selection of content by the
media.29 The media forms how citizens understand and perceive national and international issues
and the formation of public opinion by stressing a specific aspect of a broader topic matter. For
example, Americans’ opinion about the Ku Klux Klan issue may depend on whether American
media has presented the issue as a free-speech matter or a disruption of public security.30
Therefore, opinion adoption is influenced by specific representations over others in
national media materials in one of two ways: by stressing existing belief in an issue or by
highlighting a new belief, which is initiated by the recipient accepting the new interpretation.31 In
other words, the media’s consideration modifies or activates the people’s existing worldviews or,
if there is no belief about the issue, media news creates such schemata and public opinion can be
formed.32 Journalists’ and editors’ presentation and selection of information and news in a
certain way to cover the events significantly influence their followers’ ideas of the events. This
formation is defined as frame-setting by Scheufele and Scheufele,33 namely, it forwards some
aspects of a particular issue to the center stage or hides them out of audiences’ view and
influences public considerations and public opinion about the issue.34
However, the process of opinion changing on Twitter is influenced by the type of content
that users receive and how they interact. Engagements and consumptions of Twitter’s users of
information influence their opinions and position towards the local and international issues.35
Public opinion on Twitter is guided by the users’ construction and their crystallization of
29
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meaning. In the public opinion formation process, Twitter content influences the formal
evaluative direction of interpretations which result in changes in people’s judgment about
issues.36
Twitter is not distributed and consumed without effect on people's opinion adoption.37
Lu, Heatherly, and Lee argue that news stories of events, that are shared among members of the
Twitter, influence public opinion and form how people think about social events. Twitter
becomes a suitable platform for Americans to express opinions and ideas formed or influenced
by online information dissemination.38 Twitter dissemination of news, information, and events
exerts a remarkable influence in shaping American public opinion through frame tone,
composition, and repetition.39 People who use Twitter in the United States reflect those views
repeatedly ignored by organized media stations; in most cases, the tone of view is echoed by the
engagement of the other users of Twitter.40
Ironically the first cases of online movements were organized by citizens of color.
According to a scientific study, citizens of color are more likely to consume new media than
white citizens.41 A scientific survey conducted by the Pew Research Center in 2014 also found
that African Americans use Twitter much more than white Americans. Fang argues that “People
of color are the internet’s earliest adopters, and digital spaces have become their primary
gathering place.”42 He summarizes that Twitter offers racial minorities the opportunity to gather,
interact, and discuss their social issues, unlike traditional media organizations, such as television
and newspapers, all Americans can use Twitter as a place to voice their ideas. Thus, Twitter
websites empowers traditionally excluded minorities with the tools to orchestrate their own
world for movement-building, self-expression, and grassroots-organizing.”43 Ethnics including
Black Americans and young Americans activists have rejected the traditional politics that guided
36
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the civil rights movement in the United States during the 1950s and 1960s and have chosen new
technologies as a way for the solidification and promulgation of nurturing a counter public group
that centers the opinions of those most of the time at the margins.”44
The #BlackLivesMatter movement began in 2013, in the aftermath of the acquittal of
George Zimmerman who was on trial for the murder of Trayvon Martin, an unarmed African
American teenager he had shot to death in a physical struggle. Several civilian African
Americans were killed by American police including the Michael Brown on 9 August 2014, John
Crawford, on 5 August 2014, Ezell Ford on 11 August 2014, and Eric Garner on 17 July 2014;
then, the movement trickled into national discourse.45
The phrase of #BlackLivesMatter specifically began to appear on Twitter during
demonstrations launched in the remembrance of Trayvon Martin. Although the “Black Lives
Matter” slogan is rather significantly broad, it was initiated proposed as a challenge against
American police brutality. Alicia Garza in an article describes the BLM as a “response to the
anti-Black racism that permeates our society:” “Black Lives Matter is an ideological and political
intervention in a world where Black lives are systematically and intentionally targeted for
demise. It is an affirmation of Black folks’ contributions to this society, our humanity, and our
resilience in the face of deadly oppression.”46 Later, the statement of Garza was adopted by a big
part of Americans.
In the BLM case, Twitter increases awareness, promotes the movement, and serves as the
main informational source for the movement. Thereafter, it leads to more investigation and
discussion about BLM. For instance, American students in 70 colleges were interviewed, and
they were asked from where they got their information about the BLM movement. More than
two-thirds of them answered that they received information on BLM from social media websites
such as Twitter and not traditional media such as Washington Post or CNN.47 Moreover, Twitter
enables a diverse backing of the BLM movement, which opens the door for different kinds of
people and voices to influence the process of strengthening the movement.
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Twitter also increases involvement with the BLM movement by encouraging not only
African Americans but many people inside and outside the United States to protest and voice
their cases. Therefore, Twitter led to the process of remarkably scaling up the BLM movement
worldwide. It helps the proponents of the movement with coalition building. Twitter brought
African Americans and their supporters together against the common enemy and it facilitates
strong ties with like-minded people worldwide.48
Twitter has allowed the stories of African Americans and the demands of the movement
to be distributed across the United States without relying on traditional media.49 Twitter has been
critical in distributing the cases of American police violence against African Americans and the
cases of American police reactions to the BLM activists. It has also been a main source of news
and information about the BLM movement for the public, and the behavior, language, and affect
associated with the movement on Twitter can predict the street protest participation.50 According
to the Twitter annual review of 2020, which releases the most popular trends on the site
throughout the year, the second most popular hashtag was #BlackLivesMatter after the hashtag
of #COVID19. George Floyd was also the third most tweeted-about person in the world.51
Therefore, a variety of groups and individuals interact, communicate with, and contribute
to conversations about BLM on the Twitter site, including people who oppose the movement,
deploying and appropriating the BLM movement phraseology for their own advantages.52 For
instance, the hashtags #AllLivesMatter and #BlueLivesMatter have been distributed by people
who have criticized or have opposed the BLM movement, and are used to deny violence against
Africans Americans and to argue there is a lack of attention to the American police safety by
BLM movement supporters.53 During the early age of the movement in 2014, researchers found
that debate on Twitter which use the slogans of BLM fell into five groups: discussion of actions
48
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and tactics of the movement; affirmations of the goals of the BLM and expressions of solidarity;
documentation, reactions, and reports to American police violence; counter-protest expressions
blocking the tactics, ideology, and goals of the BLM movement; and calls to protests in Missouri
following the killing of Michael Brown.54
In fact, the riots and protests that started following the killing of Brown in 2014 shocked
the country. Photos of military-grade weapons being used on civilians, tear gas, the shooting
with wooden pellets, and the arrest of journalists legally reporting these actions sparked
discussions about the militarization of the American police and excessive use of force by the
police not just against Africans Americans but also against people protesting in these actions.55
These tactics and demands have been repeated in the 2020 riots following the death of George
Floyd.
However, the ongoing coronavirus pandemic added a new complication to this issue. If
protests continue in the American streets, its conditions, the use of tear gas, crowd control, and
containment tactics by American police would definitely facilitate the spread of the
coronavirus.56 Activists, supporters, and allies of the BLM movement faced an unprecedented
situation of balancing the threat of the pandemic against the threat of systemic racism in the
United States, further complicated by the intersectionality of these dangers that has left ethnic
groups disproportionately affected by the pandemic as well as national control restrictions that
target regions in which the virus is quickly spreading. Even so, protesters all over the United
States have intensified their movement on social media along with their activities on the ground.
During only 13 days, from 26 May to 7 June 2020, the #BlackLivesMatter hashtag was used in
more than 47.8 million posts or conversations on Twitter – an average of 3.7 million times per
day.57
Finally, it is worth mentioning that even though Twitter encourages Americans and other
people all over the world to engage in protesting, Alvin B. Tillery in “What Kind of Movement

54

Ince, Rojas, and Davis, “The Social Media Response to Black Lives Matter: How Twitter Users Interact with
Black Lives Matter through Hashtag Use,” 9.
55
Cox, “The Source of a Movement: Making the Case for Socialmedia as an Informational Source Using Black
LivesMatte.”
56
Gillian Bolsover, “Black Lives Matter Discourse on US Social Media during COVID: Polarised Positions Enacted
in a New Event” (Leeds, UK, 2020), 94, https://doi.org/http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.3688909.
57
Monica Anderson, Michael Barthel, and Andrew Perrin, “BlackLivesMatter Surges on Twitter after George
Floyd’s Death” (Washington, 2020), https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2020/06/10/blacklivesmatter-surges-ontwitter-after-george-floyds-death/.
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Is Black Lives Matter? The View from Twitter?” argues that Twitter is used for expressive
opinions.58 Thus, billions of Twitter visitors posting #BlackLivesMatter hashtags are usually
posting about their opinions; therefore, there are many voices representing the movement.

Conclusion
Research studies have shown, in the last decades, that social media has become a
remarkable political communication channel, not only in the United States, but all over the
world. It enables individuals, activists, policymakers, and elites to directly interact with each
other. Therefore, political and social activities have started to gain more mobilization and
transparency, and Americans might be more involved in societal issues.
In the public opinion formation process, social media content influences the formal
evaluative direction of interpretations, which results in changes in people’s judgment about
issues. The BLM movement is evidence of how Americans have changed their attitude toward
the issue because of social media content. Twitter has increased engagement with the BLM
movement and has contributed to more people posting and protesting, which has led to nuanced
perspectives on BLM. Consequently, it has brought tangible changes to the movement.
Future research is needed in the political behavior of social media users. The unique data
of social media allows investigators to document and trace political adaptation and orientations
of social media users, and these results could be combined with questionnaires and surveys.
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